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This publication is strictly the opinion and conjecture of its writers
and is intended solely for informative and educational purposes and
is not to be construed, under any circumstances, by implication or
otherwise, as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy or trade in any
commodities or securities herein named. This publication is not meant
to recommend, promote or in any way imply the effectiveness of any
trading system, strategy or approach. Information is obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but is in no way guaranteed. Further,
there is no guarantee of any kind that is implied or possible
where projections of future conditions are attempted.
The publisher is not liable for typographical errors.
Commodity futures, securities, options and forex trading involve risk
and are not suitable investments for everyone. Any investment should
be carefully considered in light of an investor’s personal financial
objectives and risk tolerance.
Articles and/or advertisements contained herein may provide
hypothetical or simulated performance results. Hypothetical or
simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike
an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent
actual trading. Also, because the trades have not actually been executed,
the results may have over- or undercompensated for the impact, if any,
of certain market factors such as the lack of liquidity. Simulated trading
programs are also subject to the fact that they are designed with the benefit
of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account
will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown.
Further, past performance does not guarantee future results.

As an alternative to a stop-loss order, traders effectively
can purchase insurance against their price speculation in
the futures market using long calls and puts. There are
ways to alleviate the wrath of a stop running to give your
trades lasting power.

A put option is the right
to sell a futures contract
at a specific price (the
strike price) at a specific
date in the future. Therefore, the purchase of a put
option with a strike at or
below the entry of a long
futures contract is limiting the risk of the trade
to the amount paid for
the option, plus any gap
between the futures entry
price and the strike price
of the option.
HOW IT WORKS
In February, the Japanese yen futures contract
suffered a large blow as
investors shifted away
from the perceived safe
haven currency. In addition, weaker-thanexpected economic data
highlighted complications of a lofty yen on
the Japanese economy.
Swing traders, who
look to profit from shortterm trend reversals at
extreme prices, might
see the plunge to the
lowest level since mid2011 as an invitation to
enter the market.
A bullish trader could
purchase a June yen fu-

tures contract at 1.2360.
There is unlimited profit
potential, but it carries
unlimited risk.
TRADE 1:
USE STOP ORDER
A standard stop order
might be placed under
the previous intermediate-term low (deemed
supportive) near 1.2160,
which occurred in May
2011. This creates a total risk of 200 ticks, or
$2,500 per contract plus
slippage and transaction
costs. Although the risk
is seemingly limited, it
is rather large; also, the
trade is susceptible to
suffering an even larg-

er-than-expected loss in
the case of a price gap or
extraordinarily volatile
market conditions.
Even worse, complements of government interventions and other factors, the yen is notorious
for periods of low volatility followed by massive,
temporary, price spikes.
These spikes can easily
elect a trader’s stop order
at an unfavorable price,
only to quickly recover
as the trader watches in
horror from the sidelines.
TRADE 2:
STOP ALTERNATIVE
Purchase an April yen
1.2350 put for about 130

Learn how to use options to hedge your trade.

As we all know, insurance is expensive — whether it is
car insurance, health insurance or insurance on your
trade. In the article’s example, the cost of insuring the
futures contract to limit losses below 1.2850 was 130
ticks or $1,625 (don’t forget each tick is worth $12.50).
Like any other insurance, it is nice to have when
needed but a financial burden that proves to be unnecessary most of the time. In this example, the trader
would have to be profitable in the futures market by
130 ticks just to recover the cost of the insurance. In
other words, the break-even point of this trade at expiration is 1.2490 (1.2360 + 0.0130).
USING CALL OPTION
It is possible to mitigate the burden of the cost of
protection and shift the break-even point to a more

ticks, or 0.0130 ($1,625).
Doing so provides the
trader absolute limited
risk below 1.2300 in the
amount of 140 ticks, or
$1,750 (gap between the
futures entry and the
long put strike + premium paid for insurance
= $1,750). You might have
noticed the risk is only
moderately less than
the expected risk of the
previous trade in which a
stop order was placed at
1.2160.
BETTER ODDS
The advantage of the
second version is lasting power and lack of
slippage, or gap, risk.
Also, using a long option
in place of a stop order
might not be any less
risky in dollar terms, but
it certainly will give the
trader much better odds
of success, in that it can
withstand a temporary
price spike.

Sign up for
Garner’s
free SFO
webinar at
3:30 p.m.
CT May 9.

favorable level through the sale of a call option with a
strike price above the current market price.
Doing so generates income to pay for the long put
option, but the opportunity cost is foregone profits
above the strike price of the short call (similar to a
covered call strategy).
This trader might have opted to sell a 1.2600 call option, which also expires in April for 72 ticks or $900. This
move essentially reduces the cost of the 1.2350 put to
58 ticks (130 - 72), figured by subtracting the premium
collected from the premium paid — this equates to
$725 before considering commissions and fees.
BREAK-EVEN MATH
The new trade offers a break-even point of 1.2418,
much more attainable than the original 1.2490:
futures entry of 1.2360
+ cost of 1.2350 put
TOTAL
- premium collected for 1.2600 call
RISK MATH
This adjustment also reduces the maximum
risk to $850:
cost of 1.2350 put
+ distance between futures entry and strike price
- premium collected for 1.2600 call

In the event of a central
bank intervention or another event that sends the
yen reeling toward 1.2160,
the stop loss version of the
trade would be liquidated
at a loss, and the game
would be over with no
chance of recourse. In such
a move, the second trade
would be suffering from a
drawdown, but the position would remain alive
and capable of recouping
lost ground should the yen
find a way to rally.
IN THE END
Bottom line? This strategy provides traders with
a roughly 50% risk to
reward ratio with lasting
power and the ability to
sleep at night.

Carley Garner is a futures and
options broker and co-owner of
DeCarley Trading.

TOTAL: $850
PROFIT MATH
However, it limits the profit potential to 182 ticks:
distance between strike price of short call
and futures entry
- premium paid for 1.2350 put)
+ (premium collected for 1.2600 call
TOTAL: $2,275
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